We present an algorithm based on linear bounding volume hierarchies (LBVHs) for computing neighbor (Verlet) lists using graphics processing units (GPUs) for colloidal systems characterized by large size disparities. We compare this to a GPU implementation of the current state-of-the-art CPU algorithm based on stenciled cell lists. We report benchmarks for both neighbor list algorithms in a Lennard-Jones binary mixture with synthetic interaction range disparity and a realistic colloid solution. LBVHs outperformed the stenciled cell lists for systems with moderate or large size disparity and dilute or semidilute fractions of large particles, conditions typical of colloidal systems.
Fig. 1.
Cell list needed to determine the neighbors of solvent (A) and colloid (B) particles when the bin size is based on the largest cutoff length r BB . The pair interaction ranges are illustrated for each particle type. The shaded areas indicate the cells that each particle must search.
macromolecules on the CPU [12, 13] . However, these prior studies 67 did not extend their approach to general-purpose molecular 68 simulations, did not address size disparity between different 69 particle types, and did not discuss implementation of the algorithm 70 on GPUs.
71
In Section 2, we present and compare parallel algorithms for the 
Stenciled cell list

78
The stenciled cell list [10] is a straightforward extension of Because the stencil size is set by the maximum cutoff radius per 89 type, many particles that will not be included in the neighbor list 90 must still be iterated over for shorter r ij . In Fig. 2 , both the solvent 91 particle and colloid have the same effective stencil size for the 92 given cutoffs. However, extra distance checks can be eliminated 93 by precomputing the minimum distance to each cell in the stencil.
94
For a particle of a given type, if the minimum distance to the 95 nearest cell is greater than the pairwise cutoff, that particle can 96 be skipped without distance checking or reading its position. The Initially, only the type of neighbor particle j and its actual cutoff (for 3 example, r AA or r AB ) are read into memory (line 9). If the minimum 4 distance to the nearest cell is greater than the cutoff, particle j 5 can be skipped without a distance check (line 10). Otherwise, a 6 distance check is performed, and the particle is saved if it is a 7 neighbor (lines 11-13).
Algorithm 1 Stenciled cell neighbor list 1: for each particle 0 ≤ i < N in parallel 2:
x i ← particle position 3:
S ← stencil for type of i 5: for each s in S do 6: c ← wrap(c i + s)
7:
d ← minimum distance to c 8:
for each particle j in c do 9: r ij ← cutoff between types of i and j 10: if d > r ij then continue 11: x j ← position of j 12: if |wrap(x j − x i )| ≤ r ij then 13: AddNeighbor(j)
8
Although reducing the cell width can significantly reduce the 9 number of distance checks performed, there is an associated 10 penalty due to the additional data that is accessed for each cell. As 11 the cell width shrinks, more cells must be accessed, and each cell 12 contains fewer particles on average so that some cells may even 13 become empty. The number of particles in these cells must still be 14 read regardless of occupancy. In the original CPU implementation 15 in LAMMPS [10] , the optimal ∆ bin was found to be half the 16 minimum cutoff distance, or ∆ bin = r AA /2. It is unclear if this will 17 be the optimal value for GPUs, and we will discuss the effect of ∆ bin 
Bounding volume hierarchy
20
Although the stenciled cell list significantly improves upon the and to construct different stencils for each particle type on each 26 cell list so that only those particles that need to be checked are To address these issues in a general way, we can draw BVHs partition a system based on objects rather than space.
56
An object or multiple nearby objects are enclosed to form a leaf 57 node. Leaf nodes are then enclosed by larger bounding (''parent'') 58 internal nodes. In an axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) BVH, the 59 volume of the nodes is chosen so that all ''child'' objects are 60 enclosed in an orthorhombic box aligned to the Cartesian axes, 61 illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 3 . Together, the nodes form a tree Q3 62 hierarchy that can be traversed using a binary search algorithm 63 that tests for volume overlap between a query AABB and the AABBs 64 of the tree.
65
The BVH neighbor list algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 2. One 66 BVH is first built per particle type, and each particle is considered The cell list stencil is computed on the CPU. Because it depends 57 only on the maximum cutoff radius of each particle and the size of 
In HOOMD-blue, the standard cell list is processed to build 66 the neighbor list using multiple threads per particle to increase 67 parallelism [21] . The stenciled cell list similarly benefits from 68 this optimization, and so Algorithm 1 is slightly modified in our 69 implementation. We assign n threads per particle. Each thread 70 follows Algorithm 1 in a strided manner so that it only processes 
83
In HOOMD-blue, all particle data is periodically sorted along a 
Building LBVHs
91
We build LBVHs using the highly parallel algorithm of 92 Karras [19] , which is outlined in Algorithm 3 for a single particle order to construct one LBVH per particle type, we also prepend the 99 bit string representing the particle types to the Morton codes to 100 effectively sort first by particle type and then along the Z-order 101 curve. Fig. 4(a) shows a schematic of this process, where 4-bit v ← times p has been visited 18: v ← v + 1 19: if v = 0 then return 20: p ← merge(n, s) 21: n ← p
The number of leaf nodes in each tree is computed assuming 
Traversing LBVHs
40
Once the LBVH is built, traversing it is a trivially parallel process, Table 1 , where N S is the number of solvent 14 particles after deletion. The resulting dispersion was then equi-15 librated using the same integration scheme and a neighbor list 16 buffer radius of 1.0. For profiling, we performed 25,000 NVE sim-17 ulation steps to determine the optimal kernel launch parameters 18 and an additional 25,000 simulation steps for data collection using Table 1 for benchmark parameters and relative speedups. 
Conclusions
43
We developed a ∧ parallel algorithm for computing neighbor 44 lists based on linear bounding volume hierarchies on GPUs.
45
We compared this algorithm to a GPU implementation of an 46 established CPU algorithm based on stenciled cell lists. We found that both the stenciled cell list and LBVH algorithms outperform We have focused our discussion on the GPU implementation 57 of the LBVH algorithm, but we emphasize that a BVH neighbor-58 list algorithm is also applicable to CPU codes. We observed sizable 
65
The LBVH neighbor-list algorithm described here has numerous 
